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Mechanistic Modeling of a Rewritable Recombinase
Addressable Data Module
Jack Bowyer, Jia Zhao, Pakpoom Subsoontorn, Wilson Wong, Susan Rosser, and Declan Bates
Abstract—Many of the most important applications predicted
to arise from Synthetic Biology will require engineered cellular
memory with the capability to store data in a rewritable and re-
versible manner upon induction by transient stimuli. DNA recom-
bination provides an ideal platform for cellular data storage and
has allowed the development of a rewritable recombinase address-
able data (RAD) module, capable of efficient data storage within
a chromosome. Here, we develop the first detailed mechanistic
model of DNA recombination, and validate it against a new set of
in vitro data on recombination efficiencies across a range of dif-
ferent concentrations of integrase and gp3. Investigation of in vivo
recombination dynamics using our model reveals the importance
of fully accounting for all mechanistic features of DNA recombina-
tion in order to accurately predict the effect of different switching
strategies on RAD module performance, and highlights its useful-
ness as a design tool for building future synthetic circuitry.
Index Terms—DNA recombination, mathematical modeling,
synthetic biology.
I. INTRODUCTION
SYNTHETIC Biology is a relatively young field with im-mense potential in numerous applications at the interface
of engineering and biology [1]–[5]. Several prototype synthetic
circuits and systems have now been successfully designed,
among the most important of which is the genetic switch, a key
component in engineering cellular memory and providing a
lasting response to transient stimuli in both in vitro and in vivo
contexts. The genetic toggle switch in E. coli [6] was the first
to successfully demonstrate the potential of synthetic memory
devices through circuit design and the assembly of biological
parts to realise desired transcriptional responses. The toggle
switch exhibits bistability through a mutually inhibitory arrange-
ment of promoters and repressors. Despite showing promise,
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regulating gene expression in this manner comes with lim-
itations. These systems are volatile, having to continuously
consume resources, in this case for the production and degra-
dation of repressor, to maintain states. Difficulties also arise
when integrating devices into a variety of organisms given that
gene regulation networks vary greatly between distinct cellular
environments. Furthermore, the highly inducible and stable
switching that these devices demand can be compromised by
spontaneous switching events caused by the inherent stochas-
ticity of gene regulation. As a result, research into cellular
memory has become increasingly focused towards site-specific
recombinases (SSRs), capable of precise DNA manipulation
both in vitro and in vivo [7]. DNA-based systems are favourable
due to the fact that they exploit a natural data storage material
and have the added advantage of eliminating cell specificity re-
quirements. SSRs are classified as belonging to two groups, the
tyrosine recombinases and the serine recombinases. The former
have been shown to provide effective genetic switch mech-
anisms however, their functionality is often dependent upon
cell-specific cofactors as in the case of λ integrase [8]. This
is problematic in a similar vein to that of the transcriptional
systems when looking to deploy modules across multiple or-
ganisms. Tyrosine recombinase systems that are not dependent
on host cofactors are bidirectional and are therefore incapable
of highly efficient switching [9]. In contrast, the serine re-
combinases do not require such cofactors and have been used
effectively to perform highly efficient gene assembly and mod-
ification [10]. This has led to the construction of a rewritable
RAD module exhibiting passive information storage within a
chromosome [11]. Switching the RAD module “on” requires
only the presence of integrase whereas the “off” switch requires
integrase in conjunction with a recombination directionality
factor (RDF), also referred to as excisionase. Our modeling
investigation is primarily concerned with the dynamic behavior
of the serine integrase φC31 and its associated RDF, gp3,
although our literature review spanned a variety of SSRs.
There exists two distinct DNA recombination mechanisms,
comprised of three distinct recombination events. The first
mechanism exploits two of these three events, insertion and
deletion (Fig. 1, top). In this case, recombination occurs be-
tween DNA attachment sites on a bacterial host chromosome
and a bacteriophage. Integrase alone is sufficient to mediate in-
sertion; dimeric integrase bound to a host chromosome attB site
and a bacteriophage attP site causes a double stranded break in
each. The exposed ends of the phage DNA fragment bind to those
of the host, thus inserting the fragment into the host chromo-
some. The newly formed composite attachment sites flanking
the genetic insert are termed attL and attR. Following insertion,
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of DNA recombination mechanisms. Top: the phage
genome attachment site, attP, is integrated into the host chromosome attachment
site, attB. Integration gives rise to attL and attR, each formed of half of attB and
attP. Excision restores attB and attP, removing the integrated phage genome
from the host chromosome. Bottom: genetic material flanked by attB and attP
is inverted through integration to form attL and attR. Excision restores attB and
attP via a secondary inversion event.
binding of RDF molecules to the attL and attR DNA:integrase
synaptic complexes facilitates the deletion event. Here the attL
and attR sites are dismantled, thus deleting the genetic insert
and allowing the reformation of the attB and attP sites. Insertion
and deletion are generally referred to as integration and excision
respectively since integrase alone mediates the former and
a combination of integrase and excisionase is necessary to
mediate the latter. The second mechanism exploits the third
event, inversion (Fig. 1, bottom). In this case, attB and attP sites
located on the same DNA sequence are subject to binding by
dimeric integrase which causes double stranded breaks in each.
Exposed ends in the genetic sequence then bind the opposite
ends of the intermediate fragment hence resulting in an inverted
section of DNA flanked by attL and attR. The binding of
RDF molecules to the attL and attR DNA:integrase synaptic
complexes facilitates a successive inversion event. The attL and
attR sites are dismantled, allowing for the exposed ends of the
intermediate fragment to adopt their original orientation and
hence the reformation of the attB and attP sites. Inversion events
giving rise to attL, attR sites and attB, attP sites are generally
referred to as integration and excision respectively for the same
reasons discussed earlier. Here we investigate inversion-based
DNA recombination and refer to inversion events as integration
and excision according to the attachment sites involved. We
refer to the presence of attB, attP sites and attL, attR sites in the
system as the BP and LR states respectively. The concentrations
of integrase and excisionase in the system dictate the efficiency
of the switching between these distinct DNA states.
A validated mathematical model is a vital tool in the design
of a synthetic biological circuit. The ability to investigate the
predicted behavior of systems outside of the laboratory offers
the potential for greatly reduced development times, since com-
putational results can often be achieved in a fraction of the time
of their experimental counterparts. In addition, well defined
mathematical models are capable of providing indications of
biological details that may not be well documented experi-
mentally from a mechanistic perspective. Sections II and III
detail the construction and validation of a detailed mathematical
model of DNA recombination, that can form the basis of a
powerful design tool for the construction of recombinase-based
circuitry in vivo, as demonstrated in Section IV. A preliminary
version of this model that considered only in vitro data was
presented in [12]. Here we provide a more comprehensive de-
scription and validation of this model and further extend it to the
in vivo setting to investigate switching dynamics of recombinase-
based circuitry. Compared with the simple model of in vivo re-
combination presented in [11], our mechanistic model provides
a significantly more accurate prediction of switching dynamics
in light of its increased level of mechanistic detail.
II. A MECHANISTIC MODEL OF DNA RECOMBINATION
An extensive review of the experimental literature was car-
ried out in order to synthesize the current state of knowledge
regarding the mechanistic basis of DNA recombination. The
literature review identified several mechanistic properties of
the system that are well established; the application of mass
action kinetics to each of the associated biochemical equations
allows us to derive the system of ordinary differential equations
(ODEs) comprising our mechanistic model, as described below.
Monomeric integrase is known to form dimers reversibly in
solution [11], [13]–[36], and thus we can write the biochemical
equation
I + I
k1
k−1
I2 (1)
where I and I2 denote monomeric and dimeric integrase re-
spectively and ki are the relevant reaction rate constants. Re-
versible reactions are denoted using right and left arrows with
the corresponding forward and backward reaction rates written
above and below respectively.
One integrase dimer bound to attB and attP is necessary
to mediate the integration reaction [11], [13]–[21], [23]–[26],
[28]–[54], which is unidirectional (irreversible) [11], [13], [14],
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[17], [18], [20], [24], [26], [28]–[30], [32], [35], [37], [38], [42],
[43], [45], [48], [50]–[57]. This gives the following additional
dynamics:
DBP + I2
k4
k−4
DBPI2 (2)
DBPI2 + I2
k5
k−5
DBPI4 (3)
DBPI4
kR−→DLRI4 (4)
DBPI2R + I2
k8
k−8
DBPI4R (5)
where DBP denotes free DNA in the BP state; DBPI2, DBPI4
denote DNA:protein complexes with one and two integrase
dimers bound respectively in the BP state; DLRI4 denotes the
DNA:protein complex with two integrase dimers bound in the
LR state. Irreversible reactions are denoted by a single right ar-
row with the corresponding reaction rate written above. We in-
clude(5) here to demonstrate that dimeric integrase is able to bind
to any unoccupied attachment site, however, these particular
complexes are not directly involved in the integration reaction.
Gp3 binds to dimeric integrase already bound to DNA attach-
ment sites and it does not bind directly to DNA attachment sites
[11], [16], [19], [20], [30], [35], [58]. This gives
DBPI2 +R
k10
k−10
DBPI2R (6)
DBPI4 +R
k11
k−11
DBPI4R (7)
DBPI4R+R
k12
k−12
DBPI4R2 (8)
where R denotes the RDF, gp3; DBPI2R denotes the
DNA:protein complex with one integrase dimer and one gp3
monomer bound in the BP state; DBPI4R, DBPI4R2 denote
DNA:protein complexes with two integrase dimers and one/two
gp3 monomers bound respectively in the BP state. Here we have
shown biochemical equations arising from interactions involv-
ing DNA in the BP state; there are an equivalent number of
biochemical equations and ODEs corresponding to equivalent
interactions in the LR state which we omit here for the sake of
brevity.
Binding of gp3 to dimeric integrase already bound to both
attL and attR is necessary to mediate excision, restoring attB
and attP [11], [13], [17], [20]–[23], [25], [26], [28], [30], [36],
[40], [42], [44], [45], [47], [49], [54]
DLRI4 +R
k11
k−11
DLRI4R (9)
DLRI4R+R
k12
k−12
DLRI4R2 (10)
DLRI4R2
kR−→DBPI4R2 (11)
where DLRI4R and DLRI4R2 denote DNA:protein complexes
with two integrase dimers and one/two gp3 monomers bound
respectively in the LR state.
In contrast to the strong experimental evidence for each of the
above mechanisms, we were unable to find a consensus in the
literature regarding three further significant biological details,
namely:
1) The directionality of the excision reaction.
2) Gp3 dimerization and subsequent tetramerization in
solution.
3) Monomeric integrase binding to DNA substrates.
These properties are all potentially valid mechanisms within a
model of DNA recombination, each resulting in a mathematical
model with distinct features. In the case of excision reaction
directionality, bidirectional excision results in the following
equation:
DLRI4R2
kR
k−R
DBPI4R2. (12)
Implementing gp3 dimerization and subsequent tetrameriza-
tion requires a significantly greater number of additional equa-
tions, since we now have monomeric gp3 forming dimeric gp3,
with these dimers binding to dimeric integrase to form a tetramer
in solution, and this tetramer being able to bind directly to DNA
attachment sites. The resultant equations are as follows:
R+R
k2
k−2
R2 (13)
I2 +R2
k3
k−3
I2R2 (14)
DBP + I2R2
k6
k−6
DBPI2R2 (15)
DBPI2R2 + I2R2
k7
k−7
DBPI4R4. (16)
This mechanism gives rise to dimeric gp3,R2, the integrase:gp3
tetramer, I2R2, and the DNA:protein complexes DBPI2R2
and DBPI4R4. Again, there are an equivalent number of new
equations corresponding to equivalent interactions in the LR
state which we omit for the sake of brevity. We also investigated
the performance of a model accounting for gp3 dimerization,
but not tetramerization in solution.
Monomeric integrase binding to DNA substrates contributes
a further six biochemical equations due to the fact that six in-
termediate complexes arise from monomeric integrase binding
compared to simplistic pairwise, dimeric binding
DBP + I
k13
k−13
DBPI (17)
DBPI + I
k14
k−14
DBPI2 (18)
DBPI2 + I
k15
k−15
DBPI3 (19)
DBPI3 + I
k16
k−16
DBPI4 (20)
DBPI2R+ I
k17
k−17
DBPI3R (21)
DBPI3R+ I
k18
k−18
DBPI4R. (22)
Again, there are an equivalent number of new equations corre-
sponding to equivalent interactions in the LR state which we
omit for brevity.
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Fig. 2. The DNA recombination reaction network used to derive both our in vitro and in vivo mechanistic models. Molecular entities, reactions and reaction rate
constants common to both models are depicted in black; those depicted in green describe the in vitro network and those depicted in orange describe the in vivo
network. The networks are based on the mechanisms that have been verified in the current experimental literature along with others validated computationally. We
model the dynamics of φC31 integrase and its RDF, gp3. Reactions and their rate constants are depicted by arrows and their corresponding numbered k. The rate
of recombination is kR. Figure adapted from [12].
We also investigated a variety of other models accounting for
combinations of the aforementioned mechanisms as well as al-
ternative gp3 binding mechanisms. Initial testing of all potential
models revealed a consistently higher recombination efficiency
than that observed in our experimental data. Given that in vitro
integrase dimerisation can potentially result in the formation of
dysfunctional dimers that are unable to bind effectively to DNA
att sites, we incorporated a mechanism whereby dysfunctional
integrase dimers, I2X , form irreversibly in addition to the
reversible formation of functional dimeric integrase
I + I
kintX−→ I2X (23)
where kintX denotes the rate of dysfunctional integrase
dimerization. As expected, this mechanism reduced the con-
centration of functional dimeric integrase, I2, and hence overall
recombination efficiency, since integrase mediates both recom-
bination reactions.
We tested different models capturing alternative mechanisms
implementing each of the above features against our experi-
mental data (see next section and Materials and Methods). The
model structure which showed the capability to best match the
data is depicted in Fig. 2. Our optimal reaction network consists
of a unidirectional excision reaction and monomeric integrase
binding, and includes the formation of dysfunctional integrase
dimers and 2 : 1 stoichiometry of the synaptic complexes. When
versions of the model incorporating gp3 dimerization and
subsequent tetramerization in solution were optimized against
the experimental data, the minimum error observed between
the data and model outputs was larger than that observed for
models that do not account for the same mechanisms. We there-
fore omitted these mechanisms from the model. The network
is comprised of twenty-two distinct molecular entities and
twenty-eight reactions, thus generating a system of twenty-two
ODEs and twenty-eight parameters (the full list of model ODEs
can be found in the Supplementary Material).
The efficiency of the RAD module to switch from one DNA
state to the other is taken to be the concentration of free DNA
and DNA complexes in the final state as a percentage of the
concentration of free DNA in the initial state. That is, we ana-
lyze the total register of the system in the DNA state of interest.
This simply involves summing the ODEs corresponding to all
DNA-based molecular entities of the same DNA state. Sum-
ming each set of nine ODEs corresponding to each DNA state
gives two ODEs describing the dynamics of the total register of
the system in BP state, DBPtot, and LR state, DLRtot
dDBPtot
dt
= −kRDBPI4 + kRDLRI4R2, (24)
dDLRtot
dt
= kRDBPI4 − kRDLRI4R2. (25)
Our computational model simulations are the numerical so-
lutions to (24) and (25) and are converted to a percentage
of the initial concentration of DNA to demonstrate switching
efficiency. The total DNA register is calculated in this fashion
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Fig. 3. The DNA recombination reaction network adapted from [11]. The
exclusion of SSR expression and degradation coupled with the inclusion of
dysfunctional integrase dimerisation accounts for our in vitro experimental
conditions.
for all versions of the recombination network tested. In each
case the full system of ODEs is solved numerically in order to
determine the total register, that is, no attempt is made to reduce
complexity as we look to retain mechanistic detail.
III. MODEL MATCHING AND VALIDATION
AGAINST IN VITRO DATA
We compared our model to the other existing model of
in vivo DNA recombination proposed in [11] for its ability
to match and predict a new set of in vitro data on dynamic
and steady-state recombination efficiency in the presence of
different concentrations of integrase and gp3 (see Materials
and Methods). The model in [11] is derived from a simple
reaction network comprised of nine molecular entities and is
void of considerable mechanistic detail such as monomeric
integrase binding, the intermediate complexes arising from
individual dimeric integrase and monomeric gp3 binding, and a
2 : 1 integrase:gp3 complex stoichiometry.
To ensure the validity of the model comparisons, we adapted
the model of [11] to the in vitro context and also imposed the
same dysfunctional integrase dimerisation mechanism from our
optimal model (Fig. 3). Optimal model performance was evalu-
ated by using a Genetic Algorithm to optimize an error function
defined to capture the difference between model outputs and our
experimental data on in vitro steady-state recombination effi-
ciency for both integration and excision reactions (see Materials
and Methods).
Six distinct initial concentrations (0, 50, 100, 200, 400 and
800 nM) of integrase and gp3 give the thirty-six pairs of initial
concentrations used experimentally to record the steady-state
recombination efficiency of the system. This was performed for
both the integration and excision reactions, giving an experi-
mental dataset of seventy-two values. The efficiencies are given
as a percentage of the initial concentration of free DNA which
Fig. 4. (a) Data fitting/prediction results for the model of [11]. (b) Data
fitting/prediction results for our mechanistic model. In both (a) and (b) the top
row of bar graphs represents the integration reaction and the bottom row of
bar graphs represents the excision reaction. The wider bars represent model
simulations and the thinner bars represent data. Figure adapted from [12].
was set at 10 nM. Time course data was also available whereby
the recombination efficiency of both reactions was recorded at
ten time points (0, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128 and 180 mins) for
two distinct pairs of initial concentrations of integrase and gp3
(800 nM integrase, 0 nM gp3 and 400 nM integrase, 0 nM gp3).
Since our dataset was relatively large, we used a subset of
the data to define our GA error function with the remaining
data used to evaluate the predictive capabilities of our models.
The subset used in data fitting was chosen to capture the full
spectrum of recombination efficiencies, and all models were
optimised against the same subset of experimental data and
within the same parameter space.
Fig. 4 shows the data fitting and data prediction capabilities
of both models. It is clear that the model of [11] is unable to
accurately match the subset of steady-state data used (Fig. 4(a)).
In the case of the integration (BP-LR) reaction, simulations
appear to be accurate for the relatively low concentration of
integrase (50 nM) however, as the concentration of integrase
increases, accurate fits can only be found for 800 nM inte-
grase, 0 nM gp3. In fact, the simple model is only capable of
simulating negligible recombination efficiencies for non-zero
concentrations of gp3, regarding the integration reaction. This
may appear to be an intuitive result given that integrase alone
mediates integration, however, our data clearly indicates that
the system can achieve high integration efficiencies in the pres-
ence of both SSRs. Similarly for the excision (LR-BP) reaction,
simulations appear to be accurate for 50 nM integrase, but are
unable to match the majority of data as integrase concentration
increases. In fact, the model is only capable of simulating
negligible recombination efficiencies for 0 nM gp3 and uniform
efficiencies for all non-zero gp3 concentrations, regarding the
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Fig. 5. Data fitting results for the model of [11] ((a), (b), red) and our mecha-
nistic model ((c), (d), blue) against time course data (cyan). Model simulations
are plotted against two integration reaction time course data sets, one initiated
with 800 nanomolar integrase (a), (c) and the other with 400 nanomolar
integrase (b), (d). Figure adapted from [12].
excision reaction. The former observation is intuitive, since gp3
is required in combination with integrase to mediate excision,
but we have no logical reason to justify the latter. With regards
to prediction, we observe the same trends for both reactions
meaning that the model of [11] is void of the predictive qualities
required of a useful design tool.
In contrast, our mechanistic model clearly provides a strong
fit to the subset of steady-state data used in the GA global op-
timization (Fig. 4(b)). In the case of both reactions, we observe
accurate replication of the majority of data values. The model
also predicts the remaining data values effectively, presenting a
clear validation of the mechanistic structure we have developed
and the potential power of our model as a design tool. We note
that this result may not be unique to a single optimal parameter
set; multiple “optimal” parameter sets may exist, capable of
matching our data to a similar degree, depending on the con-
straints imposed upon the parameter space. Future work will
examine the prevalence and biological plausibility of optimal
parameter sets through Bayesian model selection and parameter
inference techniques. Similar trends are observed when we com-
pare time course integration simulations (Fig. 5). For 800 nM
integrase, 0 nM gp3 the model of [11] replicates the overall
efficiency, but does not perform to the same extent for 400 nM
integrase, 0 nM gp3. In both cases, the model exhibits a
step-like response which does not match the gradual response
recorded experimentally. Again, our mechanistic model shows
much improved performance, capturing the final efficiencies as
well as the appropriate dynamical response in both cases.
IV. MODELING THE IN VIVO SYSTEM
Having validated our mechanistic model against in vitro data,
we sought to analyze model performance within an in vivo
context. All available experimental data leads us to believe that
the DNA:protein binding interactions of the in vitro system are
retained in vivo, with the introduction of protein expression
and degradation representing the key adaptations. Thus, the
mechanisms removed from the model of [11] in order to analyze
in vitro dynamics were restored and we adapted our own
mechanistic model accordingly (Fig. 2). Increased expression/
degradation rates of the SSRs are induced to realise desired
Fig. 6. RAD module in vivo switching efficiencies for the model of [11] and
our mechanistic model. Both models simulate 2.5 repeated OFF-HOLD-ON-
HOLD operative cycles. All non-dimensional parameter values for both models
are set equal to 1 to simulate these plots with the exception of ai and ax. For
the ON operation ai = 10, ax = 0.1; the OFF operation ai = ax = 10; the
HOLD operation ai = ax = 0.1. The model of [11] is plotted in red with our
mechanistic model plotted in blue.
RAD module operations and hence we also account for basal
expression/degradation rates occurring in the absence of induc-
tion. SSR induction is performed practically through chemical
stimuli. The formation of dysfunctional dimeric integrase is
removed from both models as we have no reason to justify
its existence in this context. This reduces the number of ODEs
in our mechanistic model to twenty-one since I2X is no longer
present. All in vivo modeling utilizes the model of [11] and
our mechanistic model developed previously in their non-
dimensional forms (see Materials and Methods), in order to
permit valid numerical simulations and direct mathematical
comparisons [11], [59]. The main focus of our in vivo inves-
tigation is the excision reaction, since the integration reaction
is straightforward to elucidate; over-expression of integrase is
guaranteed to induce highly efficient integration for relatively
low gp3 expression since integration is mediated by integrase
only. However, the excision reaction is nuanced by its mediation
by both SSRs and directly influences the functionality of the
RAD module as a result. A brute-force approach of over-
expressing integrase and gp3 simultaneously to achieve highly
efficient excision is an intuitive notion before considering that
desirable RAD module functionality will often require hold
states. That is, once excision has been induced through simulta-
neous over-expression, it is likely that spontaneous re-integration
will occur due to high residual integrase concentration and gp3
dissociation. Therefore it is not conceptually obvious how to
induce highly efficient excision and then hold that state equally
efficiently in the absence of induction. Fig. 6 depicts the in vivo
RAD module dynamics for 2.5 repeated OFF-HOLD-ON-
HOLD operative cycles for both the simple model and our
detailed model. We define RAD module operations as follows:
ON is an integration reaction induced through increased inte-
grase levels only, OFF is an excision reaction induced through
simultaneously increased integrase and gp3 levels and HOLD
is the restoration of basal SSR levels following either ON
or OFF operations. Both models exhibit consistent switching
efficiencies across each of their own repeated cycles which
demonstrates that the module can maintain performance over
many identical induction events. That is, the process of induc-
ing desired SSR expression/degradation should permit efficient
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Fig. 7. RAD module in vivo HOLD state efficiencies for the model of [11] (red)
and our mechanistic model (blue). The remaining colored plots demonstrate
the improvements on HOLD state efficiency made by each distinction between
the two models. Intermediate complexes and monomeric integrase binding are
abbreviated to IC and MIB respectively. In each case an OFF-HOLD operative
cycle is simulated, that is, ai = ax = 10 followed by ai = ax = 0.1. All
remaining non-dimensional parameters are set equal to 1.
module operations whenever required, and regardless of switch-
ing the module ON or OFF. Both models hold state efficiently
following an integration reaction since basal SSR levels are
restored in the absence of induction and hence there is insuf-
ficient gp3 to mediate natural re-excision. There is, however,
a notable distinction between the performance of the models
in the efficiency of the HOLD state following the induction
of an excision reaction. We observe natural re-integration ef-
ficiencies of ∼47% for the model of [11] against ∼23% for our
mechanistic model. This suggests that the efficiency of RAD
module HOLD states following excision is, in fact, greater than
expected from the model of [11]. To determine the reasons for
this, we analyze the mechanistic distinctions between the two
models. Compared to the simple model, the detailed model
accounts for the following additional mechanisms:
1) Monomeric integrase binding to free DNA substrates.
2) Formation of synaptic complexes with 2:1 stoichiometry.
3) Formation of intermediate DNA:protein complexes.
Fig. 7 shows the effect of these biological distinctions on
HOLD state efficiency following excision. We apply each
distinction to the model of [11] cumulatively to observe their
influence on HOLD state efficiency. The addition of interme-
diate complexes is shown to reduce natural re-integration effi-
ciency by ∼11% and thus improves HOLD state efficiency. The
addition of monomeric integrase binding is shown to further
reduce natural re-integration efficiency by ∼12%. We therefore
infer that the 2:1 integrase:gp3 stoichiometry accounts for the
remaining ∼1% that separates the re-integration efficiencies of
the two models. With a contribution of ∼1%, the stoichiometry
of synaptic complexes follows the previously observed trend of
having minimal effect on RAD module dynamics. In contrast,
monomeric integrase binding and intermediate DNA:protein
complexes provide the vast majority of improvement in HOLD
state efficiency for the detailed model, in almost equal measure.
We note here that the formation of intermediate DNA:protein
complexes is, in part, due to the monomeric integrase binding,
however, these complexes also arise from our pairwise dimeric
integrase binding and monomeric gp3 binding. The disadvan-
tage of minimal intermediate complexes and protein binding
Fig. 8. RAD module in vivo natural re-integration efficiencies for the model
of [11] and our mechanistic model. Natural re-integration efficiency is plotted
against the time interval between integrase cessation and gp3 cessation, δt. In
each case an OFF-HOLD operative cycle is simulated, that is, ai = ax = 10
followed by ai = ax = 0.1. All remaining non-dimensional parameters are set
equal to 1.
pathways is clear with regard to the model of [11]. Following an
efficient OFF operation, the concentration of SSRs is restored to
a basal level. At this point, there is insufficient protein to hold
the system in the DBPI4R4 complex and the first interaction
that can possibly occur is the dissociation of gp3. This dis-
sociation immediately produces the DBPI4 complex which is
then able to re-integrate. By contrast, the transition from the
DBPI4R2 complex to the DBPI4 complex is not as straight-
forward in our mechanistic model. In the absence of induction,
gp3 dissociation produces the intermediate DBPI4R complex
which itself can potentially give rise to three other complexes,
only one of which, DBPI4, would then be able to re-integrate.
We ideally require the RAD module to function at 100%
efficiency for all three operations. Our results indicate that the
efficiency of a HOLD following an OFF switch is proportional
to the maintenance of the DBPI4R2 complex. This could be
problematic when executing a regime whereby increased SSR
expression is both induced and relinquished in a simultaneous
manner. Alternatively, we examine an approach whereby the
induction of integrase and gp3 ceases at separate time points.
Ceasing induction of gp3 prior to that of integrase is illogical
given that gp3 is required to maintain the DBPI4R2 complex
and prolonged induction of integrase will only facilitate greater
re-integration efficiency. Therefore we investigate the effect of
ceasing integrase induction prior to that of gp3 on HOLD state
efficiency. Fig. 8 depicts this effect in the form of a plot of
natural re-integration efficiency against increasing time inter-
vals, δt, between ceasing integrase induction and gp3 induction.
The performance of both the model of [11] and our mechanistic
model is plotted, with each y-intercept representing the ∼47%
and ∼23% natural re-integration efficiencies for simultaneous
cessation (δt = 0), respectively. Regarding the model of [11],
as δt increases we observe a minimal reduction in natural re-
integration efficiency. This suggests that, although delaying
the cessation of gp3 provides a small improvement, any gp3
dissociation that occurs during prolonged induction still pro-
vokes an almost immediate re-integration given the inherent
transitioning to theDBPI4 complex. However, in the case of our
mechanistic model we observe a significant reduction in natural
re-integration efficiency as δt increases. The dissociation of
gp3 gives rise to the intermediate DBPI4R complex and, with
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Fig. 9. RAD module in vivo switching efficiencies for our mechanistic model.
We simulate an OFF-ON-OFF-ON-OFF operative cycle. For the ON operation
ax = 0.1 and for the OFF operation ax = 10. Throughout the operative cycle,
ai = 10. All remaining non-dimensional parameter values are set equal to 1.
prolonged gp3 induction, the system is therefore weighted in
favour of the transition to the DBPI2R and DBPI3R complexes
as well as the reformation of the DBPI4R2 complex.
We note that regimes incorporating induction cessation inter-
vals eliminate the HOLD state from the RAD module operative
cycle. This may not be desirable for applications regarding
biological data storage that are dependent on lasting responses
to transient stimuli. However, this may assist in the devel-
opment of other potential RAD module applications that are
not as reliant on HOLD states, such as medical treatments for
diseases related to the inheritance of cellular states. We have
established that prolonged gp3 induction is capable of reducing
re-integration efficiency and thus improving functionality given
that we have considered natural re-integration to be synony-
mous with spontaneous switching and ultimately dysfunction-
ality of the module. However, if we neglect dependency on
HOLD states, then harnessing natural re-integration can pro-
vide very simple and highly efficient RAD module functional-
ity. Fig. 9 depicts the dynamical response of the RAD module
for 2.5 repeated OFF-ON operative cycles. Here the ON, OFF
operations are defined as the cessation of gp3 induction and
the induction of gp3 respectively; integrase induction remains
constant throughout. Since both operations are mediated, either
solely or in part, by integrase, the state of the system is
dependent only on gp3 concentration. That is, when there is
no induction of gp3 the constant induction of integrase causes a
fully efficient ON switch which will remain until gp3 induction
causes a fully efficient OFF switch. Induction of gp3 must last
for the duration of the desired OFF switch, at which point
cessation of gp3 induction is sufficient to cause another fully
efficient ON switch through natural re-integration.
V. CONCLUSION
We have described the development of a detailed mechanistic
model of a rewritable recombinase addressable data module,
based on a wide-ranging synthesis of available experimental
data on the biomolecular interactions underlying DNA recom-
bination. We demonstrated the capability of this model to
match and predict in vitro experimental data on recombination
efficiencies across a range of different concentrations of inte-
grase and gp3, thus validating its usefulness as a design tool
for building future synthetic circuitry. Investigation of in vivo
recombination dynamics revealed the importance of fully ac-
counting for all mechanistic details in models of DNA recom-
bination, in order to accurately predict the effect of different
switching strategies on RAD module performance.
VI. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. Experimental Procedure
Proteins (φC31 integrase and gp3) were purified as described
in [20], [28], and [31]. Integrase and gp3 were diluted in inte-
grase dilution buffer [25 mM Tris · HCl (pH 7.5), 1 mM DTT,
1 M NaCl, and 50% (vol/vol) glycerol] and kept at −20 ◦C.
Substrate plasmids containing inverted repeat recombination
sites (pZJ56off with attB and attP; pZJ56on with attR and attL)
used for in vitro assay were prepared from E. coli DH5, using
a plasmid mini-prep kit (Qiagen). DNA concentrations were
determined by measuring the absorbance at 260 nm.
In a typical reaction, premixed integrase and gp3 with 10×
their final concentrations were added to a solution of substrate
plasmid (∼10 nM) in a reaction buffer [50 mM Tris · HCl (pH
7.5), 0.1 mM EDTA, 5 mM spermidine, and 0.1 mg/ml BSA].
Reactions were carried out at 30 ◦C, terminated at various time
points, by heating the samples to 80 ◦C for 10 min. Samples
were digested with restriction enzymes, then, treated with 5 μl
of loading buffer [25 mM Tris · HCl (pH 8.2), 20% (wt/vol)
Ficoll, 0.5% sodium dodecyl sulphate, 5 mg/ml protease K,
0.25 mg/ml bromophenol blue] at 37 ◦C for 30 min prior to
loading onto 1.2% (wt/vol) agarose gels. Gels were stained with
ethidium bromide, destained in electroporation buffer, and pho-
tographed using Bio-Rad UV Transilluminator. Recombinant
and non-recombinant DNA bands were quantitated using the
volume analysis tool of Quantity One software.
B. Non-Dimensionalzation
While the exact values of the kinetic parameters in the models
considered are unknown, we can still understand the general
features of the RAD module behaviour by non-dimensionalizing
all concentration and time units. The non-dimensionalization
process involves identifying model parameters that have the
same dimension as the dependent and independent variables,
then rewriting the system in terms of these parameters. This
is achieved through equating the dimensionality of each indi-
vidual term in the system of ODEs and solving for each rate
constant. The overall number of model parameters is decreased
by one as a consequence. See Supplementary Material for a
demonstration of non-dimensionalization and a full listing of
our models in non-dimensional form.
C. Global Optimization
We employed the Genetic Algorithm function in MATLAB
in order to optimize our models against the experimental data.
For each model the reaction rate constants ki were chosen as
optimization variables. The GA mimics natural selection; con-
verging to the global minimum within the allocated parameter
space by evolving an initial population of randomly generated
solutions over a large number of generations. The probability
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of obtaining the global optimum solution is maximised by
selecting the largest population size and number of generations
possible. However, increasing the computational workload in
this manner also greatly increases the time frame required for
the algorithm to converge. Establishing an effective compro-
mize is key for successful deployment. After a number of trials,
the following parameter values for the GA were chosen:
1) Population: 100
2) Generations: 1000
3) Bounds imposed on parameter values: [10−3, 1000].
A population size of 100 was selected for the vast majority of
optimizations however, in cases where the number of model
parameters was significantly increased, we increased this figure
to ensure that the population:parameters ratio never exceeded
3 : 1. We selected a particularly large parameter space due to our
focus on establishing optimal model performance in light of the
lack of documentation regarding reaction rates. The GA runs
the given model under the same conditions used experimentally,
with the resulting in silico recombination efficiencies subtracted
from the in vitro data values to give a matrix of error values.
We then take the absolute value of each matrix entry and then
calculate the total sum to give an overall error, E, specifically
E=
4∑
j=1
3∑
i=1
|pij |+
4∑
j=1
3∑
i=1
|qij |, pij ∈ P, qij ∈ Q (26)
where P = SBP −DBP and Q = SLR −DLR, i.e., P and Q
are the 3 × 4 matrices calculated by subtracting the matrices
of data values (DBP, DLR) from the matrices of model simula-
tions (SBP, SLR) for the BP and LR reactions respectively. The
matrices are comprised of twelve elements since our data subset
contains twelve values for each reaction, and hence the model
performs twelve corresponding simulations. The end result is a
set of model parameters that gave rise to the minimum overall
error.
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